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General Materials and Supplies:
20 color tiles (or other type of counter) per pair of participants
Coins—plastic or paper—for participants
15 Break the Bank gameboards
15 sets of Break the Bank cards
15 Double Fun gameboards
15 Doubles +1, -1
15 sets Number Cards 1-10
Game markers
Slide

Tasks/Activity
(Slide 1) Algebraic Reasoning
During our Algebraic Reasoning workshop we will be looking at two main components of
algebraic thinking:
Structure, Argument, and Reasoning
Patterning and the Description of Change
(Slide 2) Big Ideas in Algebra
Ask a volunteer to read the Big Ideas in Algebra
Algebra includes many aspects, such as:
• Representing and generalizing the structure of number and operations
• Describing and representing patterns
• Building equations and expressions using symbols representations
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(Slide 3) Algebraic Thinking
In this moduleStructure, Argument, and Reasoning
Patterning and the Description of Change
Read the quote by James Kaput.

(Slide 4) Algebraic Thinking
Students often do problems routinely. For example they notice that when you add zero the
sum is always the other number. Algebraic thinking helps children be aware of these
properties.

(Slide 5) Making Generalizations
Exploring a concept and then making a generalization (a statement that describes a general
truth about a set of mathematical data) about that concept is a part of algebra.
For example students notice that number combinations are the same (4 +3 = 3 + 4). They may
realize that this happens over and over. Students consider the question: Does order matter?
But when they realize that this is always true for addition (commutative property) with any
numbers it is making a generalization. This is a part of algebraic thinking.
(Slide 6) Making Generalizations
Making generalizations is an important component of algebra. Part of the algebra work in 2nd
grade is helping students articulate, represent, investigate, and justify general claims that come
out of their work. There are many parts of the number strand that students work on that can
then be generalized such as commutative property.
Possible 2nd grade number or operation properties:
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the commutative property of addition,
that zero is the additive identity (the identity property of addition)
the inverse relationship between addition and subtraction

(Slide 7) Questions students consider when making a generalization
Students start to discuss something they have noticed about numbers (such as when you add 0
to a number the answer is always the number.)
Teachers can choose a key idea/concept from the curriculum such as:
• the commutative property,
• identity property,
• inverse relationship between addition and subtraction
and have students explore these ideas. After much exploration and discussion children can
make generalizations about these concepts.
(Slide 8) Algebraic Teaching Practices
Algebraic thinking tasks alone will not give student the skills they need to think algebraically.
Classroom Practices:
1. Rich Conversations—children make and explore mathematical conjectures, build
arguments
2. Discussion of ideas is a routine part of the mathematics classroom—algebraic thinking
is not an occasional enrichment activity. It is a regular part of the class.
3. Teachers listen to students’ ideas.
Listen to their ideas, strategies, and reasoning. Students are also expected to listen and
discuss classmates’ ideas.
4. Teachers ask questions that encourage children to think algebraically. Asking good
questions allows children to organize their thoughts.
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(Slide 9) Learning about Even and Odd Numbers
We’re going to look at the idea of odd and even numbers and see how this idea can be
expanded so the children are looking at it more algebraically. Number characteristics of
evenness and oddness is part of the Essential Standards.
Many times 2nd graders have already learned that the numbers you say when you count by 2’s
are the numbers that end in 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, and are even numbers, but they do not have an
understanding of why numbers are even or odd. They have memorized a rule with no
understanding.
(Slide 10) Developing an Understanding of Even and Odd Numbers
How would you define an even number?
How would you define an odd number?
Answers will vary.
Which numbers have partners?
One way teachers could have students think about even and odd numbers is to think about
numbers that have partners.
Teachers ask: If we are playing a game and everyone needs a partner how could we figure out
if everyone would have a partner.
Have each participant get 7 color tiles (or other type of counter) (to represent 7 students). How
would they determine if everyone could have a partner?
Look at the recording sheet and directions, “Sharing with a Partner and Making Rectangles.”
After discussing what it means to have a partner have participants investigate a variety of
numbers and figure out whether they can be partnered. Record on the handout. Just give this
a few moments as participants certainly know even and odd numbers but this gives them the
experience that the students will have.
Extension: Students can also investigate which numbers can be divided into two equal
groups. Students might think about this as dividing into two teams.
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(Slide 11) Class Discussions
Have participants create their lists.
The next two slides show students observations about even and odd numbers.
The students said these comments and the teacher recorded them on the board or chart paper.
Look at the charts of student observations from one 2nd grade classroom.

(Slide 12) Student Observations: Even
This is a list of student observations about even numbers. Have participants read over these
and discuss whether or not their students would create a similar list.
Also have them go through the list highlighting points to clarify, where the conjectures are
incomplete.
For example, “Even numbers are always counting by twos” is not true unless you begin
counting at an even number.
(Slide 13) Student Observations: Odd
This is another list of student observations about odd numbers.
Ask participants to talk at their tables about the questions they would ask each of the students
in order to clarify what is meant by the student’s conjecture.
After reading both sets of observations ask the participants, “What do the students understand
or misunderstand about even and odd numbers?”
(Slide 14) Is 89 an Even Number?
Read the reflections on 89 being even or odd.
These are comments some 2nd graders made.
What generalization might be in the mind of the student who made each comment? Are the
generalizations always true? Have participants discuss with a neighbor and then share.
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In parenthesis are possible generalization ideas.
 It comes between two even numbers so it must be odd (a pattern has been noticed by
this student about consecutive whole numbers- this is true)
 9 is odd so it’s an odd number (This student may realize that the eight tens is even so
you only have to look at the number in the one’s place to determine if a number is even
or odd, or this student may have learned a rule and not have real understanding of odd
and even numbers- this is true)
 If you count by 2’s it’s odd but if you count by 3’s it’s even (This student may think
that if you can put it into equal groups it is even. When you put 9 or 89 into equal
groups it is odd but you can put 9 into equal groups of 3 so it must be even. This
student has made a generalization about equal groups not about grouping by twos.)
 It can’t make two equal groups. There will be a leftover. (Even numbers make two
equal groups and 89 will not so it’s odd- this is true so long as we only consider whole
number quotients.)
(Slide 15) Doubles Games
Have participants play Doubles Fun and Doubles +1, -1. Directions are in the handouts.
As they play, have them think about the questions on the slide.
Possible questions are:
• What will children notice as they play Doubles Fun? Some numbers are never
covered. The even numbers are the only numbers covered. The odd numbers are never
covered. If you double a number the answer is always even.
•

What questions would you ask? What do you notice as you play the game? What card
would you pick up to cover 12? What card would you pick up to cover 13?

•

Doubles + 1, -1 Questions: What is different about playing this game and Double Fun?
What numbers are you covering (odd)?

•

Changing the rules: After playing these two games you could ask children how they
would change the rules. One idea is to be able to double the numbers and cover the
doubles, and also be able to double the numbers and + 1 or -1. This would allow all
numbers to be covered. Questions to ask: Why can you cover more numbers on this
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gameboard? What numbers are you covering when you +1 (odd)? What numbers do
you cover when you -1 (odd)? What numbers do you cover when you double the
number (even)? What do you know about even/odd numbers?
(Slide 16) Doubling Games
Briefly show the other doubling games, Double Up and Doubling Arrays
These are additional doubling games in the handouts that help build the concept of doubles,
even and odd numbers.
8

+

8

=

1
6

Ask participants for other “even/odd” games they have used in their classrooms.
(Slide 17) Relating Algebra and Operations
Another activity is to consider the questions:
• What happens when two even numbers are added?
• What happens when two odd numbers are added?
• What happens when an even plus an odd number are added?
Students can explore the ideas listed on the slide. Working with a partner they could try many
different number combinations and then make statements about what they think happens in
these three situations.
Allow participants a few moments to make their own conjectures.
(Slide 18) Story Problems
The handout, “Odd and Even Numbers”, shows three problems that students could explore. To
make this activity more algebraic students could explore adding different even numbers and
making conjectures about what they find. Then they could add different odd numbers and
discuss their observations. The problems on the overhead and on the slide are computation
problems with questions about making teams. The algebraic thinking happens when students
discuss and make conjectures about adding any two even numbers, or two odd numbers or an
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even and an odd number.
(Slide 19) Equivalence: A Big Idea of Algebra
Equivalence is a big idea of algebra.
Students often think that two expressions can not be equivalent if they do not look alike. For
example many students will say that 10 + 2 is not equal to 5 + 5 + 2. Understanding equations
is based on understanding equivalence. As students develop this understanding of equivalence
they often determine if an expression is equivalent by performing the arithmetic. They do the
arithmetic step by step.
(Slide 20) 20 Questions
Explain the game,”20 Questions.” The directions are in the handout.
The game “20 Questions” is designed to help students simplify equations by eliminating
quantities that are on both sides of the equal sign. The students use equivalence to determine
the hidden coins.
20 Questions
Objective: Explore equivalent combinations of coins.
The teacher chooses an amount such as 26 cents and makes the amount using coins. The
teacher tells the students the chosen amount, but these coins are hidden from the class. This
game encourages students to think about exchanges and equivalence. The students are to
determine the coins in as few questions as possible.
1. The students ask questions which can be answered by “yes” or “no.”
2. The teacher records the questions and the answers.
3. As the game progresses discuss questions which give more information. After the game is
completed highlight questions that are based on equivalence.
4. At the end of the game record the equation that represents the coins. For example if the
teacher had 2 quarters, 3 dimes and 2 pennies, it could be recorded as 25 + 25 + 10 + 10 + 10 +
1 + 1.
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Play again with the same amount of money but different coins. Explain that you have
exchanged some coins.
Example 1 quarter, 4 dimes, 3 nickels and 2 pennies
At the end record the two equations as equivalent. Discuss what was exchanged.
25 + 25 + 10 + 10 + 10 + 1 + 1 = 25 + 10 + 10 + 10+ 10 + 5 + 5 + 5 + 1 + 1
Explain the rules and then play one round with the group.
(Slide 21) Play 20 Questions
Have small groups play 20 questions. Have them think about how to make this game focus on
the equivalence concept.
After they have played the game have the participants discuss how they would make
equivalence the focus of the discussion.
Ideas:
1. Have children share their thinking when they asked questions.
2. Record the solutions in equation form and ask children to discuss the possible
exchanges made.
3. The teacher can give an example of a possible student response and have the
class discuss if it was a good question. For example, the teacher has 50 cents in
2 dimes, 10 pennies, 4 nickels. Tell the class that a student asked if there are 6
pennies. Ask the class why this would not be a good question. (The pennies
would have to be in multiples of 5 or 10.)
4. Help students in representing their responses.
5. Using words or symbols (ex. =) correctly.
Point out that as students are determining the coins they are using problem solving skills. It
fits the “guess-check-adjust” strategy. They are reasoning about numbers.
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(Slide 22) Class Scenario
Class scenario: Have the participants get the class scenario (on the handout with the 20
Questions rules). Ask for 8 volunteers to read the parts in the class scenario.
After reading the scenario ask participants about:
• Why Mrs. Pepper stopped at different parts of the activity for students to show 26
cents? (getting students to think about equivalence, focus on the skill)
• After students gave response how did her questions promote student thinking about
equivalence? (redirecting thinking, focusing on the important ideas, making
connections to the coin values and equivalence)
(Slide 23) Break the Bank
Explain that this is a game (in handouts) designed to help students think about equivalency.
Many students will focus on determining the value of each set of coins. Determining the value
of each set of coins is great arithmetic and focuses on the measurement strand (coins). When
students go beyond solving each problem and think about equivalent coins they are working
algebraically.
Explain that they will play this game with a partner. As they play think about how the teacher
could encourage students to think about equivalence through comparison, substitution, and
elimination (canceling). This game also works on the Number and Operations Essential
Standard focused on comparing number—compare two quantities to determine which is more
or less (< and >).
Have a participants play the game with a partner.
(Slide 24) What would you say…..?
Ask participants to share how teachers could encourage students to focus on equivalence
without determining the total value of each set of coins.
Ideas might be:
• Put two sets of coins on the overhead and discuss what you can eliminate (equivalent
amounts) and then look at what is left over to determine <, >, =.
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Put two sets of coins on the overhead and discuss what you can substitute (equivalent
amounts)

(Slide 25) Making Connections
Ask participants to share responses to the question on the slide.
Possible ideas are:
The children start to build an understanding of equivalence while playing 20 Questions.
As the teacher responds to the questions during 20 Questions she is modeling think alouds.
Ask the children to share the reason they asked certain questions.
When recording their responses, the teacher can point out how the coins are equivalent.
(Slide 26) Big Ideas of Algebra
For the next few minutes we will look at equations in 2nd grade.
Review the Big Ideas of Algebra related to equations and how they match the 2nd grade
Essential Standards. Allow participants time to match the two lists of statements and share
their ideas with the group.
(Slide 27) Equations
Determining if an equation is true or false can be an algebraic task for students.
Equations are mathematical sentences with equal signs. In an equation, the expressions on
either side of the equals sign name the same quantity.
Second graders need to be exposed to a variety of numbers sentences (equations).
(Slide 28) Students’ Ideas of Equal
The different formats (as seen on the slide) might not seem true to students. Why might they
disagree with the second and third equations? (They think an equation has to have an answer
which has to be last.)
Where do their misconceptions about the equal sign come from?
1. They see only examples of number sentences with an operation to the left of the equal
sign and the answer on the right so they over generalize from these examples
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2. Calculators may reinforce this idea.
3. They think of equality as calculating answers rather than a relation.
= is one of the first math symbols children see in school. They often develop misconceptions
about its meaning.
(Slide 29) True or False
Have participants determine if the equations are True or False.
As they are working on these ask them to think about how they are solving them.
After a few moments have them share. Most will say they did not have to actually do the
arithmetic to solve the problems.
800 x 4 = 4 x 800 (commutative property of multiplication)
750 + 300 + 5 = 750 + 250 + 5 (eliminate the 750 and 5 on each side)
6 + 6 = 12 – 5 (inverse relationship between addition and subtraction)
(45 + 6) + 17 = 45 + ( 6 + 17 ) (associative property of addition)
48 + 25 = 40 + 20 + 8 + 5 (breaking apart the numbers by place value and then reordering by
the commutative property of addition)
(Slide 30) Operation Talk
Which number operation property do these equations highlight?
Look at this series of equations. Which property or mathematical idea is highlighted?
This is the addition identity property.
After having students solve these equations, what questions would you ask to foster students’
understanding the identity property?
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Possible answers:
What do you notice in each equation?
What do you notice about zero?
What would you tell someone about adding zero to a number?
Explain that one way to highlight a mathematical idea is to show a series of equations and
have the students discuss how these equations are alike.
Have participants write, with a partner, a series of equations that might be used with a class.
Focus on one of these mathematical ideas.
Have them look at the handout, “Properties of Addition.”
There is an extra handout, “Identity Property of Addition” that shows some student
observations about adding 0 to numbers.
(Slide 31) Making Properties Explicit
Getting children to make connections to big ideas in mathematics helps them become more
powerful mathematicians. If children do not see connection between ideas then each day they
experience math will seem like new ideas with no connections. They are not building on the
ideas in mathematics.
For example if children know the commutative property they do not have to learn so many
math facts but if they see no connection between 5+4 and 4+5 then these are isolated pieces of
information.
Have participants follow the instructions on the slide. Give them time to share their list of
equations with a neighbor, having the neighbor identify what mathematical property is being
highlighted.
(Slide 32) Problem Solving
Have a participant read the points on the slide.
Number talks:
 Make connections (For the problems on slide 31 students saw what happens when 0 is
added to a number.)
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 Use mental arithmetic in developing numerical reasoning
 Learn basic facts through reasoning and discussion instead of isolated drill
 Increase fluency with small numbers in order to increase fluency in operations with
large numbers
 Practice strategies in order to increase both fluency and proficiency
Number talks involve the problem solving concepts of connections and reasoning.
We will work more with equations in the last module. The focus will be writing number
sentences with unknowns to describe situation found in story problems.
(Slide 33) Thinking Mathematically
Ask a participant to read the slide and give an example.
The next part of the module focuses on patterns, another component of algebraic thinking.
Copying, extending and creating patterns forms an integral part of the mathematics curriculum
for young children. Patterns are a way for young students to recognize order and to organize
their world.
(Slide 34) Big Ideas of Algebra
Experiences with repeating and growing patterns helps students develop algebraic reasoning
and generalization skills.
Two main types of nonnumeric patterns are explored in 2nd grade:
Nonnumeric repeating patterns
Nonnumeric growing patterns
(Slide 35) Patterns:
Read the quote from Kathy Richardson
Discuss how children who make connections across math have a better understanding of the
patterns in our number system.
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(Slide 36) Pattern Understanding
Students have worked a lot with pattern concepts in kindergarten and first grade. Students
have worked with repeating patterns.

(Slide 37) Pattern Understanding
An important step in working with patterns is when children see that patterns made with
different materials are the same pattern. For example, the cross/triangle pattern has the same
underlying structure as the smiley face/sun pattern. This requires deeper thinking on the
child’s part rather than the surface level of recognizing and continuing each pattern separately.
Translating a pattern from one form to another also indicates an increased understanding of
pattern. For example, changing from a picture pattern to a physical pattern such as clap, snap,
snap or vice verses shows understanding of pattern.
Finally, naming patterns with alphabet letters provides a generalization of a particular pattern
which can then be illustrated with many different materials.
Have one person at each table create an action, repeating pattern. Charge the other group
members with creating the same pattern using a different representation or format.
(Slide 38) Nonnumeric Repeating Patterns
Nonnumeric repeating patterns
Students represent complex repeating pattern structures using symbols. First graders know
simple patterns such as ABABAB… with elements A and B and a core unit (or pattern unit) of
AB that repeats. Second graders extend this knowledge to represent a complex pattern such as
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AB, AAB, AB, AAB, AB, AAB … with elements AB and AAB and a core unit of AB, AAB
that repeats. They represent complex patterns in different media. For example, given the
complex pattern AB, AAB, AB, AAB, AB, AAB,… students will represent it with clap snap,
clap clap snap, clap snap, clap clap snap, clap snap, clap clap, snap,… or circle square, circle
circle square, circle square, circle circle square, circle square, circle circle square, …
Ask the participants to identify the pattern unit or core unit—the element that repeats.
For the AABAAB pattern the core unit is AAB
Second grade students also represent nonnumeric growing patterns beginning with an initial
element and each new element extends from the previous element with the same action (i.e.
the growing pattern A, AB, ABB, ABBB, ABBBB, … begins with the initial element “A” and
a “B” is repeatedly added). The way in which the pattern is extended is what is repeated in the
pattern. Second graders identify, extend, analyze, and create growing patterns based on
attributes, actions, words, and models. An example of a growing pattern is:
clap, stomp,
clap, stomp, stomp,
clap, stomp, stomp, stomp,
etc.)
(Slide 39) Nonnumeric Repeating Patterns
This slide shows additional nonnumeric repeating patterns
Young children need to experience patterns visually, auditory and physically. Repeating
patterns can be created from many different attributes.

(Slide 40) Pattern Strips
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Independent work with patterns can include having children identify, duplicate and extend
patterns from Pattern Strips. These teacher created strips (on slide) show patterns for particular
materials such as pattern blocks, snap cubes, buttons, keys, or toothpicks which are available
in the classroom. Multiple strips for each of the materials allow children to use the materials
for many different types of patterns from simple to more complex ones. It also encourages
them to be creative as they make their own patterns.
Students can use the strips to continue the pattern or create the same pattern but with different
materials. For example the first pattern could be names abcabcabc. Another abc pattern could
be made. A student could also name the first pattern hexagon, trapezoid, triangle or 6 sides,
four sides, three sides.
Students could create their own pattern strips.
(Slide 41) Counting by 2s
Children can color strips in an AB pattern. After coloring the strips (or building with cubes)
have students assign numbers to the cubes. Ask questions about the cubes.
Ask participants what questions they might ask.
Ideas for questions:
1. List the red numbers. What do you notice? (even numbers)
2. List the blue numbers. What do you notice? (odd numbers)
3. If you continued the pattern what color would cube 25 be? How do you know?
Students can make patterns for counting by 3s, 4s, 5s 10s. Have them discuss patterns they
notice.
(Slide 42) Whisper Game
Have the participants stand in a circle.
Ask them to count around the class. Each number will be said but all numbers that aren’t
multiples of 5 will be whispered. The multiples of 5 will be much louder. For example the
participants will say 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, etc.
Explain that in the classroom the children will sit in a circle and the multiples of 5 will stand.
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This makes it much more visual that 4 numbers are being skipped. (If you count around the
room more than once it is interesting to see if the same people are always standing).
As they count, write the multiples on the board. Write them on the board like this
5 10
15 20
25 30
35 40
45 50 etc.
After everyone has counted have them discuss the questions on the board.
Writing the numbers helps students see the pattern in the 5s. Thinking ahead about how to
write the numbers can emphasize different parts of the pattern. .
(Slide 43) Growing Patterns
Look at the examples on the slide. Have participants talk with a neighbor about a possible
definition of a nonnumeric growing pattern.
Growing pattern: each element in the pattern grows or increases in a predictable way.
(Slide 44) Rhythmic Patterns
Have participants explain how clap, clap snap is a repeating pattern—Ask, “What’s the core
element?” (clap, clap snap)
Have them work with a partner to make this into a growing pattern:
Examples
Clap, snap, clap, clap, snap, clap, clap, clap,. Snap
Clap, snap, clap, clap, snap, snap, clap, clap, clap, snap, snap, snap
(Slide 45) Growing Patterns
Nonnumeric growing patterns
Look at the growing ice cream cone pattern on the slide.
Research has shown that when young students look at growing patterns they
a. Analyze how consecutive figures change
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b. Use the previous figure to build up to a new figure
c. Identify what stays the same and what changes in the pattern
What questions could you ask a child about this pattern? Talk with a neighbor.
Possible responses:
a. What do you notice?
b. Could you tell what the next cone would look like?
c. How did you know that?
d. How many scoops would be in the tenth cone? How do you know?
e. How many blocks will be in the eleventh cone?
f. Can you explain the pattern for building any size ice cream cone?
How could you explain the rule that governs this pattern? Talk with a neighbor.
a. There will always be one more block than the cone number.
b. The number of ice cream scoops will equal the cone number.
How many blocks would be needed to build the nth ice cream cone? Talk with a neighbor.
If the cone number is n then the number of blocks will be n + 1.
Starting with cone number 1, if you had 50 orange squares how many consecutive ones could
you make? Talk with a neighbor.
(Slide 46) Growing Patterns
Look at the next growing pattern. Describe it to your neighbor.
Possible answers
a. There is always one more block than the figure number.
b. It’s figure number plus 1
(n + 1)
c. There is always 1 blue block and the orange block matches the figure number
d. If we had 100 figures there would be 101 blocks in the last figure.
How might students explain this growing pattern?
Discuss this with your neighbor.
(Slide 47) Growing Creatures
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Introduce the growing creature activity. This is a handout.
Explain that this is a creature that grows the same amount each day. Shown on the slide is
what he looks like on day 1. Have participants use the tiles to show how he grows on day 2
and 3 and beyond if they choose.
Once you find one answer, can you find another possibility?
Note to presenter: There are many different patterns that can work for this activity.
Allow participants to walk around the room to view the different patterns made by
participants. You may want some to share the patterns—depending on the time for the
workshop.
Before clicking the next slide ask participants what questions they would ask students as they
are building the creature? Possible responses are on the next slide.

(Slide 48) Questions about the Creature
The types of questions asked about the growing pattern will influence how they analyze
pattern.
What questions would you ask students about their pattern?
Ideas are :
a. What do you notice?
b. Describe the pattern?
c. What is changing in each of these figures?
d. What is staying the same?
e. What do you notice about figure number 4 and 7?
f. How can you use this information to build this figure?
(Slide 49) Levels of Difficulty
Research has shown that it is easier for children to analyze and extend pictorial growing
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patterns that look like recognizable figures rather than more abstract ones such as dot patterns.
This may be because these figures can be chunked into recognizable parts. We need to expose
them to more abstract patterns but we may want to start with recognizable figures.
The ice cream cone pattern would be considered less abstract than the growing stars.
(Slide 50) Reflection
Algebra describes change. Using patterns, repeating and growing, allows students to be more
aware of predictable situations and possible changes.
Why is an understanding of patterns important for students?
How does pattern relate to predictability?
Ask each table to discuss these questions and share their ideas at their tables.
(Slides 52-55) Credit Slides
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